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< p > some time ago, South Korea "the most beautiful teacher of physical education" hot on Internet, angel face, the devil figure,
users have a message sigh. "Unfortunately, other people's physical education teacher." actually, you don't have to envy others.
Zhejiang University also has a yen value burst table, bursting with popularity of sports teachers. Zhejiang Lara gymnastics students
are referred to as the highest value of the PE yan. The course commencement but short term has from the last two classes into the
four classes, the door is as the most suitable for female student's physical education class, even by the welcome of a lot of boys
sports teacher said. Not because of anything else, just because the teacher Yan value burst table. < p > you must not think, in
Zhejiang the door sports class, pulling exercises, not only places is after three rounds of balloting produced, even boys take the
initiative to Ceng class. Lala gymnastics was originally for girls open class, but in the teacher's class, there is always have three of the
four "special" male students, some of them choose not class attracted to sit in students, and some are even repair has been full of
sports credits to Ceng class students. is worth mentioning is the 29 year old sports resume Zhejiang Lara gymnastics class teacher
Guo Hong can be crazy: "I started to learn rhythmic gymnastics at the age of four, and I've been dealing with sports. Skills to pull the
national champion, dance lesbian gymnastics national champion, competitive aerobics national champion, fitness Miss national
champion, as long as I have practiced in the University of almost all projects have won the championship!" Speaking of his career,
Guo Hong confidently over the number of his own won the national champion, but now I like the most is the la." said so much, this do
not know how to feel? If you are still in high school, then congratulations, learn to the Zhejiang University to see his home the most
beautiful sports teacher how long! < p > search app store to download and install when guest artifact, the hot shoe money grab single
worry free; forum posting shoes identification, God distinguish between true and false, Taobao to buy shoes more at ease; detailed
inquiry micro channel dunkhome, microblogging "when off, the interaction does not stop!
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